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The chapter meeting in session. The chapter meeting in session. 

 

 

MARLA: All right. Okay. 

We're going to go ahead and start. 

I know there are some people still coming. 

My name is Marla Peoples. I'm chairperson for this chapter. 

We're happy that you could come here today and enjoy our meeting and meet our new 

advisor, Dr. Rose. 

We are so excited to have her come. 

We have CART. So what you can't hear, you can read up on the screen.  

We don't have a loop anymore because this room is too small. We get too much static. 

Saba is a new grandma. 

[APPLAUDING] 

MARLA:  I'd like for her to say -- I saw them already. She's a doll. I know she missing her a lot. 
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Is anybody celebrating a birthday this month? 

Any November birthdays? 

Any anniversaries? 

Wedding anniversaries? Cochlear implant anniversary? Bonnie. 

>> Bob and I, 32 years. 

MARLA:  Fantastic. 

[APPLAUDING] 

MARLA:  Congratulations, Bob. 

We celebrate any anniversary. If you have an anniversary of adopting a pet. They're part of the 

family. 

Now, I have some announcements to make. The first one is a rather distressing, about but 

we'll get through it.  

Back in July when we had -- I think it was July or August, we had our ice cream social, Mariposa 

put envelope on the door. One was addressed to us.  

It said that the building's here are going to be demolished. They're going to be turned into 

condos.  

They have their lease up through 2021. They had no idea when this was going to happen. They 

didn't think it was going to happen soon.  

Then, somebody told me --  

I got an email the director. I haven't heard anything more. I know it's been three months. I 

sent an email. Do you have any projection?  Can you give me an idea?   

She said, we're moving November 30th into a new place in Orange on Katella. It's two stories. 
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We have two small class rooms on the first floor that already hold 15 people. We'll have a 

large classroom on the 2nd floor that will hold 40 people. There's no elevator.  

We will not be able to see this place until after they move. Our meeting is December 1st.  

So the pickle that we're in is that we will not have a mating place right away.  

We are not going to have a meeting on December 1st.  

We are going to have our Christmas luncheon party that day over at Marie Callendars on grand 

from noon to 2:00.  

We will have a fun gift exchange. We will have a 50/50 raffle. We will have a good time. We 

will celebrate the close of the years.  

The planning committee is going to be looking for a new location for us.  

Stay tuned. Please look at our website and our Facebook page for any updates on the location 

situation.  

I was like, oh, no.  

The luncheon is going to be -- like we did last year. It's going to be $12 per person. We already 

have seven RSVP's. We need them by November 20th.  

You can -- if you don't -- aren't prepared to give your reservation today, you can mail it.  

I do have some flyers. You can take a flyer. I have some here.  

It gives you the information where you can mail the payment.  

 

>> That is a beautiful invitation.  

I have to give credit to the designer Robin.  

She's very talented.  
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Thank you, Robin. We appreciate it.  

We do hope you will come.  

We had a great time last year.  

>> Yeah.  

MARLA:  The only thing we don't have this year is Dr. Brad and his music.  

>> Can I say one thing?  This might be my personal opinion. When keeping the gift exchange 

to $50. No gag gifts. I don't like them.  

MARLA:  I gave a useful one one year. Toni got it. It was two rolls of toilet paper. It came in 

handy.  

She's right. Let's try to make it fun and festive. Don't spend a whole lot of money, not more 

than $20. That's good.  

January 5th, starting off our new year in -- Toni is going to be our speaker. We're missing her 

today.  

She's going to speaking about hearing aids.  

If you find yourself needing to look into getting a new hearing aids at the beginning of the 

year --  

>> Can you hear or see over there?  You can sit here.  

MARLA:  Is it up here.  

Toni is going to talk about a guide to hearing aids. If you are thinking about purchasing a new 

hearing aid, you won't want to miss this meeting.  

She's done this before. She gives a good presentation on it.  

We are going to be doing something different in our meetings this next year. Our planning 
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committee had a discussion on this.  

We decided that we would have fewer presenters, fewer speakers and more meetings where 

we actually have group discussions. I guess you can call them rap discussions. We'll select a 

topic and discuss it.  

The concern is about hearing aids. This will be tying to having open discussions and socialize. It 

will be about a 50/50 deal.  

We are looking into other presenters for next year. We are going to have a lady who has a deaf 

dog. She's going to show how she trained her dog. That should be interesting. Maybe she can 

train some of us.  

And then we're going to have Ellie, she is from Advanced Bionics. She is going to talk about 

aural rehabilitation. If you are new to hearing aids, it can be helpful as well.  

She's going to tell us about the computer programs and other programs that are available to 

use for aural rehabilitation.  

Bob ask going to talking to us about over the counter hearing aids. He will be doing that later 

this year.  

That's what we have coming up.  

I hope to see a lot of you this coming year.  

I want to give you a little introduction here. First of all, I want to say again -- we can bring a 

chair back here.  

>> Sit on that side. Gail, sit on that side. There's room on that side.  

MARLA:  There are refreshments back there. We have coffee, water and a lot of donuts. Our 

presenter brought some and Mylene brought some and we have a lot of donuts.  
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Our presenter today --  

I'm so excited because she's going to be our new professional advisor for our chapter.  

She is going to be presenting on the effects of hearing aids and -- excuse me.  

Excuse me.  

And cognitive decline about latest research finding, and types of dementia. Latest hearing 

solutions, the audiologist role that results from untreated hearing aids.  

She is especially trained in tinnitus management. There is a tinnitus group that meets here. 

They meet on the third Saturday of the month.  

DR. ROSE:  Very good.  

MARLA:  And cochlear implants and bone anchored hearing aids.  

She received her bachelor degree from San Diego university.  

She got her doctorate of audiologist from university of California San Diego.  

She worked at providence speech and hearing center in Orange, director of audiologist at 

orange coast in Irvine.  

She currently works in the building away from us in the House hearing clinic for cochlear 

implant audiologist.  

Welcome Dr. Stephani rose.  

DR. ROSE:  Thank you, everybody.  

It's so great to be here and meet all of you lovely people.  

I hope you like my presentation.  

If you have any questions, I will be around after to answer them for you.  

Yeah, I'm looking forward to the meetings and helping to advise you guys on any of the 
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questions you have about audiology related treatment.  

Today I'm going to be delivering my hearing aids and cognitive decline lecture.  

And I've given this around the county any where from Laguna woods to the Laguna senior 

center stemming from last year.  

What is an audiologist?   

We are health care professionals. I'm sorry I still haven't had time tow take out the hyphen. 

There's no hyphen in health care. I'm clinical doctor. I don't have a medical doctorate. I have a 

doctor of audiology.  

This is similar to what a dentist or an optometrist would be doing.  

When I started doctoral school, they had us in clinic day one taking ear mold impressions on 

each other so we were comfortable and can perform that invasive task.  

Audiology is a well-respected profession. It stemmed from World War I and now developed 

into a full evidence based practice.  

I'm one of the first round of audiologists that came from a doctoral program. Before that they 

were master's level audiologists. And then in 2012, our academy, our professional academy, 

made a stipulation that everybody should be converting to the doctorate if you were at 

master's level as of 2012.  

So we evaluate, diagnose, treat and manage hearing loss, tinnitus and balance disorders.  

We see a variety of ages.  

I'm going to talk about the effects of hearing aids.  

The bottle line is we listen with our brains, and listening takes effort.  

This is a great picture that I borrowed from my -- one of my representatives that kind of goes 
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over this process.  

So you have two ears that take in information that sends it to your inner ear organ, and the 

inner ear organ transmits that information to your brain.  

The brain makes sense of this sound. First it has to organize what it's hearing. It recognizes 

certain parts of speech and separates out the things that are not important.  

If you were at home in quiet all day long and you don't practice listening in noise, then it's 

going to be ever more difficult when you do get into those more complex environments.  

So there are things that you can do on your own the to train your brain to hear better in noise. 

One of them is as simple as putting on a loud talk show at home, taking out your favorite book 

and trying to follow along in your book while at the same time tuning out all the noise on the 

television.  

If you practice this for 20 minutes a day, you will find that you do better when you go to Marie 

Callendars for the holiday party.  

So when the brain does not get the correct details, it has to work harder. When you have to 

work harder, something called listening effort is increased.  

You may feel -- probably every single one of you feels more tired when you come home from 

social events or places where there are more complex environments, like reflections of sound 

waves, background noise, multiple talker conversations.  

So this is a real thing.  

My entire doctoral study, my capstone project if you intelligent will, or my thesis, was 

measuring listening effort using pupil contractions.  

So objective measures of listening effort.  
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Okay, if you have a hearing loss, basically, it stops the normal relationship between your ears 

and your brain. You basically have to hear -- or your brain will receive less information on the 

front end because that information has to go through a damaged auditory center, from the 

outside up.  

So when it arrives slightly different than the way it went in, the rest of your brain has to work 

hard to figure out the context of the speech, whether or not you heard the correct word. Was 

that cat, fat, sat or mat?   

It has to take extra effort and basically leaves less mental capacity for things like memory.  

How are you supposed to remember something if you didn't hear it right in the first place?   

So you feel more tired.  

The key part here is you tend to start to withdraw from conversations and social activities.  

And this is the first symptom of cognitive decline.  

When I have new hearing aids patients come and visit me in clinic and tell me, you know what, 

I've just stopped going to those social meetings, I stopped going to my club meetings, it's just 

too much effort. I tell them, that's it. That's our number one goal, a better hearing goal to be 

more social, get out into those groups and form those bonds between other humans. This is 

what helps to stave off cognitive decline. That's the biggest thing in research.  

On a sidenote, too, I just want to state that I am not a neurologist. I am not trained in 

dementia. All of the information that I give you is from my own personal research and also 

stemming from audiologic research that has these components within it.  

So next, we'll see common signs of hearing difficulty.  

Have you guys ever complained that people mumble?  Any feel that?   
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You would -- people would mumble a lot less if you had a really good hearing device that helps 

to bring in clarity sounds.  

Have you guys ever had trouble in crowded environments?  You probably wonder why. Well 

the background rumble of a restaurant is noisy. It covers up the really soft clarity sounds of 

speech that are high frequency; for example, like the S sound, the TH sound, the F sound and 

the P sound.  

So then your left backtracking, putting the conversation that's happening on hold and asking 

yourself, did she say cat or fat?  Well, she's crying, maybe it was that her cat died. I'm sorry 

to bring up a morbid example.  

If you respond inappropriately in conversation, this is more noticeable than the world's largest 

hearing aids. People automatically think there's something going on up here.  

When you start to limit social activities because it's difficult to hear or communicate, that 

should be your first clue that you need to do something about your hearing.  

Next we're going to talk about how this kind of meld with cognition in something called mild 

cognitive impairment.  

Has anyone ever heard of MCI?   

So it's sort of outside the ranges of normal aging cognitive changes and before you get to a 

full-blown type of dementia.  

It's the intermediate stage between normal aging and dementia in terms of cognitive decline.  

It can involve problems with memory, language, thinking and judgement that are more so than 

normal age-related changes.  

Now we're going to talk about what is dementia.  
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So first of all it's really common. More than 3 million Americans per year are diagnosed with a 

form of dementia. Treatment can help but it can't be cured at the moment.  

It is chronic, so it last for years or can be lifelong. It does require a medical diagnosis, which 

usually consists of lab tests or imaging sometimes.  

It's not a specific disease. Dementia is a collection of conditions or a group of symptoms that 

are characterized by impairment of at least one or more -- sorry -- two or more brain 

functions. That can be like memory loss and judgment.  

You can also have symptoms of forgetfulness, limited social skills, thinking abilities. It has to be 

so impaired that it does in that tear with daily functioning.  

 

>> Excuse me. Can you slow down a bit?   

DR. ROSE:  I can. Thank you.  

If you guys ever want me to slow down, please sign to me, slow down.  

[Laughter].  

DR. ROSE:  I do tend to go a long a little quickly.  

There are some medications that can help, but that's handled by the physician side of things. I 

don't know what those medications are.  

How does the audiologist fit in to this role of cognitive decline?   

I was sitting there yesterday with a woman in clinic who had three hearing aids. One she lost 

under the couch and got a replacement for, and then she found the one under the couch, and 

then the other one was for the other ear.  

She could not remember how many hearing aids she had right in front of us. And then she 
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asked me, wait, did I find that one under the couch?   

And she had just told me two minutes before that that she had lost it under the couch.  

>> How old was she?   

DR. ROSE:  I would say about 80-ish.  

She drove to clinic, which was a little bit concerning.  

You know, you just have to work with this particular type of patient. It takes repetition and 

writing things down.  

I wrote out hearing aid number one, right aid. Hearing aid number two, right aid replacement. 

Hearing aid replacement, left ear.  

She wanted a color exchange. She was still under repair warranty.  

A lot of you may not know unrepair warranties, you can change the color of your hearing aids.  

For you ladies out there who maybe don't want to dye their hair any more, and you are stuck 

with black hearing aids, you might want to change that to silver.  

The don't be afraid to ask your audiologist for advice.  

Yes?   

>> Somebody -- I'm just curious, an 80-year old might have start wearing them in the last few 

years is totally different than an 80 year old who has been wearing it since teens or 20, that 

person like me would never forget those things unless I am totally losing my mind.  

There's a big difference.  

When did she start wearing them?   

DR. ROSE:  She had been wearing them for 10 to 15 years. That was not. She had had a 

different maker before that.  
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Everybody is at a different stage in their cognitive status.  

The audiologist is to figure that out. They don't teach us this in school specifically.  

It's something you learn as you're going through the trenches of clinical work.  

Like I said, one of the earliest signs of dementia is communication difficulties.  

When I see something that is starting to hinder daily activities, it's my job to call up patients' 

primary care provider and say I think this patient needs a mini-mental state exam. It's a quick 

test that we can give to patients to see where they lie in that cognitive status range.  

It's just my job to make an appropriate and timely referral, which can help the long-term 

outcomes.  

If you are diagnosed sooner, then there are treatments you could have gotten to help stave off 

longer.  

We're going to talk about some statistics hearing loss and dementia.  

Hearing loss is the third most common problem in the United States, health problem, next to 

arthritis and heart disease.  

1 in 3 people over the age of 60 have hearing loss.  

1 in 6 baby boomers now have hearing loss, and that's going to be going up and up over time.  

>> When you say hearing loss, do you mean hearing loss that they need to get a hearing aids 

and whether they do or not?  Or hearing loss whether losing it naturally?   

DR. ROSE:  Hearing loss would be anything over 25dcb hearing levels.  

Very few people have no cognitive decline with age. So it's going to happen to all of us.  

We have something called brain stem degeneration. You can see this in motor movements and 

in cognitive processes.  
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I can tell when I present beeps on a hearing test how long it takes you to push the button after 

I presented the beep. That gives me a very good clue about how this kind of process is 

working.  

Don't think that that means you need to rush and feel anxious during your next hearing test to 

push the bought button.  

In 2010, 4.7 million people over 65 in the U. S. Had the most common form of dementia called 

Alzheimer's disease.  

In 2016, this number grew from 4.7 to 5.4 million in just six years.  

By 2050, the projected amount is 13.8 million for just Alzheimer's, that's only one type of 

dementia.  

There's a large overlap of these adults who have cognitive decline and hearing loss.  

So we have to ask, is it the chicken or the egg?  What's going on here?  Does one affect the 

other or are they correlated?   

Now we're going to talk about types of dementia. Yes?   

>> I just wonder about the amount of people, how many people, first of all, is there a reason 

why it's increasing?  Number two, could it be that we just have more people here now?   

DR. ROSE:  Good question.  

>> In the United States.  

DR. ROSE:  So she's asking why is that number going up?  Is it because we have more 

people?  What is source?   

So I think that we have a growing aging population, and we also have better tests now to 

identify the dementia.  
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I don't know if I can say that it's an epidemic of some sort, because we still don't know the 

cause. The direct cause.  

I think I read something, and I don't know if this is fake news, that the herpes virus was causing 

dementia. Be careful what you read on the Internet. If it is not a good source like the Mayo 

clinic or Johns Hopkins, you should take it with a grain of salt.  

There are Lewy bodies. There is vascular dementia. Frontotemporal dementia. Parkinson's 

disease.  

How many of you knew that that was a form of dementia or can be?   

Not a lot of people. I didn't know that either before I started doing this research.  

Huntington's dementia.  

Traumatic brain injury.  

Wernicke-Korsakoff is in syndrome.  

And mixed dementia.  

The last one is called post-operative cognitive disfunction.  

And there's more. As time goes on, we will figure out and parse out these different types of 

dementia.  

You'll see, though, in the next few slides that there's definitely something in common with the 

physical structures of what's happening in the brain.  

So Alzheimer's disease, it is the most common form of dementia, about two thirds of all cases.  

It's cautioned by plaques and tangles that disrupt normal nerve cell function in the brain.  

The first symptom is short-term memory loss, but you can also have difficulty learning new 

information, problems thinking and organizing, having poor judgment and confusion, difficulty 
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speaking, and as well as personality and behavioral changes.  

That comes from the frontal lobe of the brain.  

The changes from Alzheimer's disease occur in the brain many years before symptoms 

emerge. So that's something that I also didn't know which was very interesting to me.  

The average life expectancy after you're diagnosed with this disease is about 8 to 12 years.  

Next is dementia with Lewy bodies. This is about 20% of dementia cases. It's the second most 

common type.  

Again, we see abnormal protein structures called Lewy bodies that appear in the brain and 

that causes these brain cells to die.  

It can develop after many years of Parkinson's disease. This is kind of secondary to Parkinson's.  

This is a serious form of dementia because it does involve vivid hallucinations that are visual. 

You also have fluctuating alertness and motor symptoms of Parkinson's disease.  

You have the unsteady gait, stiffness and a flexed posture.  

Your expectancy being diagnosed with this is about 7 years after the symptoms appear. This 

one is quicker than the Alzheimer's disease dementia.  

Vascular dementia is the third type we're talking about, and that is caused by cerebral vascular 

problems. This can be caused by several little strokes or one big stroke.  

Frontotemporal dementia, this is about 10 to 15% of all cases, not quite as become as the 

Lewy body. It is a group of neural degenerative disorders that affect the frontal temporal lobes 

of the brain.  

These are planning centers of the plain, personality centers of the brain.  

And one thing that's sad about this dementia is that it does affect people who are much 
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younger, about 45 to 60 years old. The specific protein is called a tau protein. T-A-U.  

That creates those tangles that causes the cell damage.  

Parkinson's affects your spinal cord and your nerves. This destroys nerve cells that make 

do -- this is a chemical that helps to get messages between cells in the brain.  

This particular one for the Parkinson's, the protein is called an alpha-synuclein.  

Those are called Lewy bodies. So the Lewy body dementia and the Parkinson's are sort of like 

sister dementias.  

At this time does develop gradually. It starts after age 50 and affects more men than women. 

This one has a gender bias.  

Yes?   

>> That's what Robin Williams had.  

DR. ROSE:  I believe so. Robin Williams did develop Parkinson's type dementia. And he was 

pretty young --  

>> He had Lewy body disease.  

DR. ROSE:  Not Parkinson's. I'm thinking of the other man, Michael J fox. I don't think he has 

dementia from that yet.  

>> Excuse me?   

DR. ROSE:  Yes.  

>> Is there a life expectancy for the Lewy body?   

Robin Williams, if they know they can only live a certain amount of time?  There's no life 

expect tan see on that page.  

DR. ROSE:  It's seven years after symptoms appear. It depends on when you're diagnosed.  
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>> Typically either one of those types is 7 to 12 years?   

DR. ROSE:  So yeah. If you want to group it in a group, 7 to 12 years depending on the type of 

dementia.  

>> Why is it that the life expectancy is cut so short?   

DR. ROSE:  That's a great question. I think as you start to have cell depletion in your brain, 

things don't work so well. This can affect things like your autonomic nervous system; your 

brain's ability to take a breath, your brain's ability not to run a fever, your brain's ability to tell 

you not to choke, this sort of thing. Great question.  

Did you have a question, Marla?  

MARLA:  I had a comment.  

They can't diagnosed Alzheimer's or Lewy body unless they do an autopsy of the brain.  

My mother had Alzheimer's, they said most likely she had Lewy body. She only lived 7 years 

after the diagnosis.  

DR. ROSE:  I'm sorry to hear that.  

This.  

>> So what's the good news?   

DR. ROSE:  It's coming.  

[Laughter].  

DR. ROSE:  I promise. It's coming.  

[Laughter].  

DR. ROSE:  That's why I brought the donuts, a little sweetener for your meeting.  

Huntington's dementia. This is a hereditary progressive brain disorder by a defective gene. 
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Sometimes you can have genes that bring on this type of dementia, causes changes in the 

central area of the brain. It affects movement, mood and thinking skills.  

They develop between 30 and 50 years old. This is the youngest afflicted group of dementias.  

Life expectancy is pretty long after diagnosis. It's 15 years. The quality of life, I would expect, is 

not that great.  

The next one is traumatic brain injury. I had no idea that you could have a dementia from 

hitting your head too hard or being in a motor vehicle accident.  

Basically, if you hit your head hard enough, this can disrupt normal brain function, often 

caused by falls or car accidents.  

>> Or football.  

DR. ROSE:  You know, I went on a motor scooter ride the other weekend, it was a mobility 

scooter, fully electric. It was down in San Diego. They passed a law that you don't have to wear 

a helmet. When I was in school, we had a speaker talk about traumatic brain injury. His son 

had fallen from an eight foot wall into a ravine and was forever impacted after that, had 

mental retardation, if you will, at the age of like 10.  

So it just takes a far enough fall to really conked your nothing in and have permanent affects.  

This is the last days you will go without a helmet. The rest of my friends didn't want to look 

uncool. I regretted not wearing that helmet. Neck time I go on any moving motor vehicle. I will 

have a helmet on and so should you.  

They do classify the GI or TBI which you will hear it referred to as a mild, moderate and severe 

category.  

You can have many of the other symptoms that we've already mentioned here. 
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Unconsciousness, confusion, disorientation, difficulty remembering things.  

Also, you can see headaches and dizziness or blurry vision, nausea, vomiting, tinnitus, trouble 

speaking coherently and changes in you're emotions and sleeping patterns.  

It does affect the person as the person that you know.  

This one isn't kind of interesting. This is one of the only dementias that you can seek medical 

treatment for and actually get rid of it.  

So this is called Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome. It is two stages of the same condition. It's 

characterized or caused by a vitamin B1 deficiency.  

This is associated with malnutrition and alcoholism.  

You have to have medical monitoring for your treatment. You have to stop drinking alcohol 

and be weaned off of that under the care of your medical provider.  

They also will monitor your B1. And many symptoms except for memory loss -- I'm 

sorry -- many of those symptoms will resolve except for memory loss that is permanent. Not 

good news but sort of halfway good news.  

We also have mixed dementia. As I'm reading more about the research, it's turning out that 

it's not black and white. Many of these patients have more than one type of dementia.  

When we do post-h -- when we do autopsies on brain.  

Symptoms and damage are characteristics of more than one type of dementia and occur at the 

same time.  

Most common types to occur together are Alzheimer's disease, vascular dementia and 

dementia with Lewy bodies.  

It is more common than previously thought. Autopsies have shown that 45% of people with 
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dementia have both Alzheimer's and vascular dementia.  

And then the average life expectancy for the mixed dementia is going to depend on the types 

of the dementias diagnosed.  

The last one I'm going to talk about, I just want to pre inform you that I'm not trying to 

discourage you from having surgery.  

If you and your doctor decide that your quality of life will be better with surgery A, B or C, you 

should not let this affect your decision.  

If you have a history of previously diagnosed dementia or maybe a high rate of dementia in 

the family, you should definitely inform your surgeon of this.  

Post-operative, meaning after surgery, cognitive dysfunction. So this is a decline in your 

cognitive function that can last for weeks, months or become permanent after surgery.  

 

>> Is it the anesthesia that does that?   

DR. ROSE:  We're going to go over that.  

>> My boyfriend's mom is having surgery at 98 years old. Just from a mild thing. I'm saying 

she's already beginning the stages. I told him, I said, I bet she's going to have some more 

cognitive loss because it's the anesthesia, I think.  

DR. ROSE:  So it's not just anesthesia. From my own knowledge on this subject, I think a lot of 

it has to do with blood flow to the brain.  

So when you are under anesthesia, you may have less blood flow. And depending on if in a 

prone deposition, how you are lying down on the table, it will impact blood flow to the brain.  

This also impacts blood flow to the ears.  
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So people wake up from surgery and had a sudden hearing loss.  

Myself, I have cochlear hydrops. I'm sensitive to sodium. They gave me drips. I woke up and 

my right ear was completely deaf. Thank God I had Prednisone on hand and my nurse gave me 

more and I was okay.  

People with undiagnosed dementia or mild cognitive impairment are at greater risk for 

developing this post-operative syndrome.  

It may cause impairment in memory, concentration, comprehension or language.  

There's no specific cause at the moment that we know of, and we know that there's no 

difference if you're doing local or general anesthesia, and that the length of the surgery is not 

a factor, which is interesting.  

Open heart surgery patients are at a greater risk of developing this versus those who have 

other long and complicated surgeries.  

Notice that has directly to do with your pulmonary system. Those surgeries are at higher risk.  

People who experience POCD at their discharge have an increased risk of dying within the first 

three months following surgery.  

I save this one for last because it's the scariest. Try not to be too scared. I believe it's 

uncommon. I couldn't find any direct specs. I don't think the hospitals want to keep track of 

this kind of think.  

Now we're going to get into more hearing loss stuff in.  

Any more questions on the dementias at the moment?   

>> I don't want to get ahead of what you're talk is, but I'm wondering about what effect 

exercise and playing sports and playing games has?   
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DR. ROSE:  Sure.  

>> If you are going to get into that, I won't ask anymore?   

>> Repeat the question.  

DR. ROSE:  I'm going to repeat the question.  

She asked if cardiovascular exercise can affect any of this information or processes.  

And I can't answer that for the dementia side of thing, but I can say that in audiology, we know 

for a fact the research evidence that cardiovascular health is incredibly correlated with hearing 

health.  

The cochlea, the tiny inner ear organ is extremely susceptible to blood flow. It needs tons to 

help keep your hair cells alive and healthy.  

I would say halfway yes.  

>> What type of doctor do you go to to have this diagnosing?   

DR. ROSE:  The type of doctor you would go see to have dying knows related to dementia is a 

neurologist.  

Yes?   

>> My mother-in-law, many many years ago was diagnosed with onset of dementia, and so we 

waited for signs and they never came.  

But as she got older, talking 20 years later, she could play cards. She had no problem with 

playing cards. She was a winner; meaning, that her visual was good and her mind was good.  

So those people, or those doctors that are general doctors, not trained in dementia are saying 

to individuals that I believe you have an onset of dementia for whatever reason. I don't know.  

DR. ROSE:  So yes, when people are sort of diagnosed from primary care saying I think she's 
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got dementia, that's not a specialist. Maybe if there's a gerontologist and used to seeing this, 

they might be more inclined to make that judgment.  

But as far as the card playing, these are kind of like motor memory things that are in 

mathematical parts of the brain, and the dementias are more affecting the frontal temporal 

part for behavior memory, judgment. Some of those card playing do have judgment, all of 

them do.  

There are lots of new things out there that you can do to train your brain and keep those 

portions fresh, Lumosity is a common one. There's other brain exercises.  

I always ask my 90 years old that flock in without a cane or a walker, what's your secret?   

And a lot of them exercise. A lot of them go on 3-mile walks or go to their yoga class once a 

day. A lot of them play bridge. They're keeping their minds fresh by learning new things 

everyday.  

I would say too a lot of them have smartphones nowadays. You are learning how to use a 

foreign device. That's merging new brain cell function by learning something that's brand new 

to you.  

>> One more question.  

DR. ROSE:  Yes.  

>> And being diagnosed, when you have hearing loss, and then you have dementia, if they in 

fact prove you have dementia, fine. If they base it on what you hear and what you can, you 

know, intelligently feed back to they'll, they will give you a bad report.  

DR. ROSE:  Yes.  

So the question is, if you have hearing loss and they're trying to test you for the dementia, 
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what if it's because of the hearing loss you can get the answers right?   

That is a very good point.  

Any doctor that is willing to put a dementia label on a patient who's hearing has not been 

assessed, I would question the qualifications of that doctor.  

So you have to first treat the hearing loss before you can diagnosed the dementia, absolutely.  

Sometimes I see people who are just incredibly isolated because of their hearing loss. The 

moment we put on some powerful hearing aids or a cochlear implant, they come to life.  

I have their care givers, their daughters and sons, burst into tears. It is oh my God, I found my 

mom again.  

Yes?   

>> I can say, my hearing aids are more of a distraction in most environments than they are 

helping me.  

And so, I'm needing to -- not being able to hear and stuff like that.  

So, you know --  

DR. ROSE:  So you're just stating that sometimes your hearing aids are more of a distraction?   

>> Oh, yeah.  

DR. ROSE:  Then they are helping you.  

>> Right. With may hearing aids or without may hearing aids, it's very difficult to get 

everything I need to hear and then refine properly.  

DR. ROSE:  There's a couple of things I want to touch on with that statement; one is, when 

hearing aids stop working for you in terms of clarity and keeping you socially engaged, it's time 

to have a cochlear implant evaluation, period.  
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Next thing I'll talk about is, technology in the hearing aids. If you walk into someplace and say, 

give me the cheapest thing you've got, quality is what you get. Price is what you pay, but 

quality is what you get.  

When you buy cheap hearing aids, they don't take down background noise as much as a 

premium set of hearing aids.  

You have to look at what type of technology you have.  

Also hearing aids that sit in the drawer for half the day are not going to work as well in your 

brain if you are not training and listening to them as lodge as you are awake and dry.  

We're going to go will you the next half of this lecture, and by the end of it, I hope you 

part-time user of your hearing aids will consider them to be sound medicine for your brain.  

If you only wear them for 8 hours a day or 4 hours a day, that's like taking half a pill of brain 

medicine.  

Causes of hearing loss --  

Yes?   

>> I have one question.  

DR. ROSE:  Yes.  

>> Before you mentioned that with hearing aids even you can go in a noisy environment and 

keep training them.  

DR. ROSE:  Yes.  

>> I don't find that to be the case with mine. No matter how much I am in a noisy environment 

that the hearing aids help that.  

DR. ROSE:  But in a noisy environment more often does not necessarily cure your ability to 
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hear in noise. Everybody's going to struggle in noise, but you also need to maybe have your 

programming checked and definitely get verification that the sounds of speech are being 

amplified properly in the high frequencies.  

If you've never had real ear measures with the carrot story, with microphones in your ear 

canal with your hearing aids playing speech out of a machine, making show those targets are 

being hit, you may be under fit, meaning that we're not bringing those speech sounds to you.  

How could you do better in noise if those speech sounds aren't being amplified properly?  

Some of that could have to do with programming.  

I want to get through the lecture, so hold on to your questions for the moment and we will 

address them after.  

I'm sorry.  

I know, it's so exciting.  

So here are different causes of hearing loss.  

Every single one of you in this room if you are over the age of 60, you have a form of 

Presbycusis, that's age related. Tribes in New Guinea, no noise exposure end up with mild to 

moderate high frequency hearing loss. It's just the way that our little snail is arranged.  

It goes from high pitch to low pitch in the center. But all sounds through out our whole life 

whether it's hey or low pitch have to go through the high pitches to get to where they need to 

go, so they tend to wear down from use and time.  

The other one is called socioacusis, audiologist done say that, just so you know, we say 

noise-induced hearing loss. This can be permanent.  

Sometimes it can be temporary. It just depends on how many of the hair cells are affected.  
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About 26 million Americans from 20 to 69 years old have high frequency hearing loss due to 

exposure to loud noises at work or for a recreation.  

The third cause of hearing loss is congenital or genetic. This is do to family history or 

predisposition. We can see this on the audiogram. It's called a cookie bite. If you see a U-shape 

on your audiogram, that's definitely inherited and can be passed down to your children.  

There's also otosclerosis. I didn't know if any of you have had that diagnosed, that is a 

characterization of the bones in the middle ear and also encasing the inner ear. A build up and 

degeneration, build up, degeneration, over and over and over, causing a mixed hearing loss.  

Ototoxicity, drug related hearing loss. This can be from things -- when you had a bad infection 

and had to go to the hospital and get IV ant buy on theics, usually ending in the M-Y-C-I-N 

category.  

This can also be caused by chemo therapy. We know it kills good and bad cells.  

There's also quinine. If you drink gin and tonic, you have to watch the water. Make sure it 

doesn't have quinine in it.  

There are other drugs in the opioid.  

Rush has two, we do not speak about him because of the way he developed his hearing loss. 

Not a great poster boy for cochlear implant.  

Hearing loss risk factors, smoking. You are at 70% higher risk to have hearing loss than 

nonsmokers.  

Diabetes, hearing loss twice as common vs. nondiabetics. And prediabetics are at a 30% higher 

rate of hearing loss.  

Heart health, again, we kind of mentioned this earlier, inner ear is extremely sensitive to blood 
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flow. Inadequate and trauma to the inner ear can contribute to hearing loss.  

Hypertension, significant associations between high blood pressure and hearing loss. 

So we also know the hypertension can acceleration the hearing loss factor. 

Now we're going to talk about the effects of these people with untreated hearing loss. 

A lot of this is in this great handout. You can take one home if you'd like. 

Memory, more people are likely to develop problems thinking and remembering vs. adults 

with normal hearing. 

Again, how are you supposed to remember if you didn't hear it right? 

It also forces the brain to devote too much energy to processing that incoming sound. 

I can tell when people are heavy to process when they are looking at me and mouthing my 

words as I talk, may words as I talk. 

I just want to like take their brain and give it a break. 

Dementia, we'll talk more about that. 

Falling. People with mild hearing loss are three times more likely to have a history of falling. 

For every 10 decibels more of hearing loss, that risk increases by 1.4. 

Yeah, a lot of us forget that the hearing organ is connected to the balance organ. And also it's 

a very cognitive process to tell where you are in space using your eyes, your ears and your 

brain. In fact, there's a specific process called auditory figure ground. That is your brain's 

ability to use the sound around you to tell where sounds are coming from in space.  

If you close your eyes, I can tell that there's a little fan noise right over here to my right and 

maybe some paper shuffling further down. So we actually do have a lot of balance processes 

using our hearing. 
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Mental health. So adults over 50 that done treat their hearing loss are more likely to report 

things like depression, anxiety, anger and confusion, emotional instability, paranoia, less likely 

to participate in social activities versus those who wear hearing aids. 

The degree of these factors are directly impacted by the severity of the hearing loss.  

Tinnitus, 90% of people with tinnitus or ringing in the ears also have hearing loss. I hope you 

guys know that by now being in this group. You are probably very well informed. 

Now we're going to talk about research, actual research. 

So this one came out of Johns Hopkins and the national Institute on aging in 2014. 

It was looking at how hearing loss is actually linked to accelerated brain tissue loss. So physical 

impact on the brain. 

This is part of the longitudinal Baltimore study on aging with 126 participants. When you are 

looking at research, you want an end of at least 30 for it to be valid. That means you need at 

least 30 participants to be able to pull your stats and make them valid. 

They looked at yearly fMRI, functional imaging over a 10-year period. 

This is -- the authors are frank lin and his colleagues. 75 people had normal hearing and 51 

with at least a mild hearing loss. 

They saw faster rates of brain atrophy in the hearing loss group versus the ones with normal 

hearing. 

The hearing loss group lost more than one cubic centimeter of brain tissue each year versus 

those with normal hearing. These are the locations in the brain where they saw that tissue 

loss. 

There was significantly more shrinkage in brain areas for processing sound and speech. 
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These areas also play a role in memory and sensory integration. They're also shown to be 

involved in the early stages of mild cognitive impairment and Alzheimer's disease. 

Here's another study about hearing loss and dementia. I'm also talking about this in clinic.  

A lot of audiologists, I want to say the older generations of audiologists, are afraid to discuss 

research findings because they feel like it's not in their place or maybe too far outside the 

field, but guess what, these are married now and I have no problem with telling you people 

about what research is out there.  

I feel it's important. I have a passion to educate people.  

>> Excuse me?   

DR. ROSE:  Yes.  

>> Is Dr. Lin an audiologist?   

DR. ROSE:  I believe has a PhD. He's a research guy.  

So they look at 639 participants. That's a huge cohort from this longitudinal Bart more study. 

They were between ages 36 and 90.  

All of them were dementia free at the beginning of the 18-year-long study. So no one had any 

cognitive impairment.  

The risk of dementia increased with the severity of the hearing loss.  

Compared to normal hearing, the increased risk for dementia was, two times for mild hearing 

loss, three times for moderate hearing loss and five times for severe hearing loss.  

Alzheimer's increased by 10 --  

So the conclusion of this study -- I will read it verbatim.  

Hearing loss is independently associated with incident all-cause dementia. Whether hearing 
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loss is a marker for early stage dementia or is actually a modifiable risk factor for dementia 

deserves further study.  

And good news, Frank Lin is going to release another follow-up study in 2020 looking at the 

treatment effects of amplification on cognitive decline.  

So we're going to get to that chicken or egg.  

Next research study. This one, the quality of the study is not like a double blind study. It's a bit 

further down on the tree in terms of quality of research, because this was a survey.  

So there was -- it was looked at by the Journal of the American Geriatric Society in 2015.  

We had 3600 participants over the age of 65 in France.  

137 reported they had major hearing loss. 1100 or so reported moderate problems like 

difficulty in background noise purchase.  

And then 2300, almost 2400 reported no hearing trouble.  

The results were that self-reported hearing loss was significantly associated with greater 

cognitive decline during the 25 years.  

This was independent of age, sex and education.  

Those with hearing loss who did not use hearing aids showed a steeper rate of cognitive 

decline.  

So those with hearing loss who wore hearing aids had no difference in the cognitive decline 

compared to those with normal hearing.  

So that's the best news of the day, folks. If you wear your hearing aids, you're going to be at 

the cognitive slope as a normal hearing person as you age.  

So the conclusion is that self-reported hearing loss is associated with accelerated cognitive 
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decline in older adults, and that hearing aid use attenuates such decline. It means lessen.  

Now we're going to look at the effectiveness of intervention with hearing aids.  

So this is a more recent study, 2015. The aric risk and communities study.  

So a researcher by the name of Deal addressed the hypothesis that maybe older persons with 

hearing loss who use hearing aids have slower rates of cognitive decline.  

Compared to older persons with hearing loss who do not use hearing aids. This was a 

20-year-long study.  

The people with moderate to severe hearing loss, so over 40dB hearing level had poor 

performance on memory tasks and global cognitive function versus those without hearing loss.  

Persons with moderate to severe hearing loss showed decline in cognitive tasks over that 

20-year period.  

So these are using like cognitive tasks, memory tasks, also put three stars in the box while 

counting this many squares. Like kind of simultaneous tasks as well.  

The greatest decline was in the group who did not use hearing aids.  

Persons with some hearing loss who used hearing aids showed global cognitive decline only 

slightly greater than the decline in the normal hearing group.  

Here we have a second study that shows you're going to be more at a match with those with 

normal hearing if you use your hearing aids in terms of cognitive function over time.  

So overall, the evidence supports participating in cognitively stimulating environments as the 

intervention for the management of dementia.  

So those environments are good for you.  

Hearing aids allow cognitive and interpersonal stimulation and engagement.  
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By decreasing your listening effort, hearing aids let's people feel less exhausted after 

socializing, and that means that they can dedicate more energy for more engagement with 

family and friends.  

We've seen also in other research significant improvement in your global cognitive function 

after cochlear implantation and elderly pop plague.  

We need more research to see if -- we have the research already in cochlear implant 

populations that it he's the cognitive decline, and we will be looking more for hearing aids 

treatment studies.  

We can't definitely say that hearing aids prevent, delay or slow cognitive decline, but we can 

say that well-fitting hearing aids allow for people to cognitively-engage in behavior that's are 

known to prevent delay or slow cognitive decline.  

Any questions about what I just went over?   

Yes?   

>> Is that the reason why insurance companies began to help assisting in guying hearing aids?   

>> Bob wonders if that is why hearing aids companies started to assist in covering hearing 

aids?   

I have a lot to say about that.  

If you look at the costs of keeping someone in memory care, so locked down memory care 

over one year, the average costs in the United States is $85,000 a year.  

If we could just give some basic amplification to all of our medicare participants, we might be 

able to stave off having to take taxpayer's money for memory care. One year would pay for a 

life-time of amplification for one patient.  
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I think that some of them are getting the include that this is necessary and that hearing care is 

health care.  

But also, medicare does not cover hearing aids. They don't say, here's your $2,000, you can go 

to whoever. We will cover this $4,000, but you have got to go here or here.  

Instead within what they are doing is contracting with these third party providers that basically 

cut the audiologist completely out of the care.  

They mail you $500 hearing aids in the mail and then you go to a vendor. You go to a dealer 

and hopefully can get the help that you need to get programming and counseling.  

But hearing well with hearing devices is more than just the device. It's knowing what you're in 

for, knowing how to take care of them, and practicing good aural rehab strategies.  

You're not going to get that from a box that arrives in your mailbox.  

So I would be careful about those third party vendors.  

Yes?   

>> I have a friend who is in late 70s. I think she is losing hearing by normal aging. She is seeking 

my help.  

She's very limited on her money.  

I said the first step you need to get a test to know what you are dealing with.  

Let's say the test said she needs hearing aids that are not the over the counter kind. She 

doesn't have the money, would I as a friend be best to tell her, don't waste your money on 

that?  700 - $800 on that is goes together wasted if you can't afford what you really need?   

I don't know what to teller.  

DR. ROSE:  I firmly believe that something is better than nothing.  
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If you are in that bracket, get something in there.  

I'm not talking about the $20 amplifier you can purchase on Amazon. I'm talking about the 

ones that are facilitated through insurance.  

Also, I would encourage here to explore the foundations that are in this county that will 

sponsor people who can not afford medical grade hearing aids.  

There's also the lions club. You have heard of them. There are providence speech and hearing 

that is a nonprofit and has their own donations to the center, it's a bit of a lengthy process, 

about three months. You can certainly get some descent monies towards a basic set.  

>> The one she looked at, it looked like a hearing aids in the sense it goes in the ear or behind 

the ear. You have the batteries are charged every night. She said like 600 $700 for the two.  

DR. ROSE:  I will make sure programmable and hearing test not overamplifying in regions she 

has better hearing.  

>> On a positive note, is there any nutritional value?  Should we eat more carrots or more 

spinach or less or more of that to keep our hearing in healthy.  

DR. ROSE:  I am not nutritional help hearing.  

There are some ear, nose throat doctors that recommend niacin which is a B vitamin, a form of 

B vitamin to help increase blood flow for tinnitus patients.  

Really, it's a placebo. I hate to say that word. There's no FDA medication to help hearing in the 

sense that we're trying to restore a permanent age related hearing loss.  

>> You did mention some of the things that can affect it negatively, like the medications that 

you are taking and that. I guess that's an important issue.  

DR. ROSE:  Well, but, when we're looking at ototoxicity, you're beg to die from whatever is 
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inflicting you if you don't take the medicine. Would you rather hear for two days or be here for 

20 years?   

So that's about --  

At the same time, if you're going through chemotherapy for cancer treatments, there are 

things that your oncologist can do like adjust the medication, switch the medication, but they 

won't know to do that for you unless you advocate for hearing health and ask for serial audio 

grams during and post treatment.  

I did my fourth year rotation at the V.A. hospitals in San Diego. We saw a lot of cancer patients 

there. We would have them on regimens to get their hearing checked after each round.  

I did a rotation at the cystic fibrosis clinic at U. C. San Diego. They have drugs they have to take 

to stave off condition.  

>> I want to get back to the insurance question.  

DR. ROSE:  Yes.  

>> I've had insurance, Medi-care for a while, before I went on it being disabled, they have like 

a thousand dollar every two years.  

I went to a good audiologist before I had my implant -- cochlear implant. It was great. The 

thing is for a thousand dollars, you get a piece of junk and you have to add on another 

thousand maybe or I had to add on $700 to get a $1700 hearing aid.  

I was silly. At first I got the $95 ones.  

I didn't want to practice when I had my hearing aids in noise, like Connie mentioned, it's 

not -- aural rehabilitation when your hearing doesn't do well.  

With a cochlear implant, you get out there in noise because your brain is keyed in to hearing 
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better with a cochlear implant.  

So at first I hated it. It was noisy. Eventually, I started hearing the voices over the noise. It was 

incredible.  

DR. ROSE:  Cochlear implants can really help to restore clarity, but noise is still a more 

difficult place for cochlear implant patients to listen.  

The quality of the hearing aid makes a huge difference, because it's a computer.  

If you get a cheap computer that can't sample the environment quickly, it won't know that 

you're in a restaurant.  

When you have a computer chip that's sophisticated and takes many samples, I'm talking 

about 300,000 times per second it's surveying the surrounding sound, seeing how much noise, 

telling the microphones, turn down the back and focus on the front ones. It's a complex 

process.  

I know we're all looking for a cost-effective option, but as you age, the auditory neurons that 

help to pluck the speech out of the noise in your brain tend to fizzle out.  

I tell may younger patients that are like 40 to 50, you can go for a more basic technology now 

and start saving your monies for the more sophisticated technology later when your brain will 

need it.  

Of course I run a quick send, so a quick speech in noise test to see if their brain can function. 

That's not a measurement of listening effort. They will feel like it's effortful in noise. They can 

get it and function with a cheaper set.  

Any other questions about that?   

Yes?   
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>> This is sort of on a slant.  

When my father was in the hospital, just before he died -- he died when it was 91. He had 

been hard of hearing since he was a child. He had a broken ear drum. Anyway, it runs in the 

family.  

I have inherited his hearing loss, along with his curly hair.  

I found out that the first thing that they lose, when you're in a hospital, is your false teeth. The 

second thing that I lose is your hearing aid.  

I have a severe holds. I'm almost deaf. I have fantastic hearing aids.  

But I'm concerned that if something happens and I go into the hospital and they lose my 

hearing aids, I'm up the creak. I don't do sign language.  

DR. ROSE:  If the hospital loses your hearing aids, it is the hospital's responsibility to replace 

your hearing aids.  

>> I know. That takes time. If you are on the operating table, you don't have that time.  

I have been considering a cochlear implant mainly for that reason. To protect my hearing. To 

be able to hear no matter where I am, in a hospital or whatever.  

DR. ROSE:  A cochlear implant still has an extern natural piece that the hospital can lose. So 

that's a fallacy right there.  

>> That's the answer to my question.  

DR. ROSE:  So put your hearing aids on your homeowner's insurance, if you don't have loss 

taken damage coverage through your maker.  

>> It's automatically there.  

DR. ROSE:  Not necessarily. It depends on your policy. Some done allow for it. You need to 
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find out.  

MARLA:  You need top find out on your homeowners. You can get insurance.  

DR. ROSE:  It's called ESCO. If your homeowner's insurance will cover it, and you're not a 

repeat offender, then that one might be the cheap way to go. You are already paying for your 

homeowner's insurance. That way you are not paying for something else on top of that that 

costs money.  

>> For homeowner's insurance, I take a high deductible because I'm looking at my house 

worth 800 or $900,000. If I have a deductible of 5 or 10, that's nothing. I wouldn't get anything 

back.  

DR. ROSE:  Typically -- my father-in-law, his deductible is like 2,000. If you are looking at 

paying another -- $2,000 is cheaper. It depends on you and your financial situation and what 

you feel is good for you.  

Most of the new hearing aids is tracked with the iPhone via GPS. Losing your hearing loss is not 

as scarey and final as it used to be, going to the cochlear implant. 

>>  In her case, what Lin was talking about if you went into the hospital and they lost it. You 

checked in and you made sure they new you wore hearing aids or eyeglasses, then their 

insurance has to cover.  

It's our responsibility when we go in, if we can, to make sure they know.  

DR. ROSE:  Inform them. Put it on your intake form.  

>> I think you are allowed to -- I keep my implant on. I mean, my processor on, and I let them 

know I have one. I can't have an MRI. I make that, and I also tell them I'm deaf. I tell them I am 

deaf. And for a serious procedure, something where I will be out, I ask for captioning, CART is 
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on site. Lately aye been upside down for tests. I will have some spine surgery.  

I had to have one test where I had an oral interpreter so I could read her lips. Go this way and 

move her lips.  

What the doctor was doing on my ankle. Reading lips is important too.  

Those of us that ever lose our hearing aid, I freak out the same way.  

Read lips upside down, whatever way you can when you are in the hospital, protect yourself.  

DR. ROSE:  I love that.  

If you didn't hear that, when you are in the hospital, you inform them of your hearing loss. You 

inform them of your devices, and you inform them of any extra communication needs that you 

have, whether that's looking at someone who is an oral interpreter to read their lips or CART, 

like our volunteer here.  

Make it known you need these services.  

If you do not ask, you will not receive.  

Sir, you had a question --  

Was there a question over here?   

>> I was answered.  

DR. ROSE:  Okay. Very good.  

>> I have a question.  

I'm interested in what you were saying about early onset or even early diagnosed even people 

as young as 45, if you have a hearing loss, then that can even kind of up the chances.  

How do you know that what you don't remember or when you are just kind of forgetting thing 

is just age related, I'm forgetting things or it has to do with my hearing loss, or should I get 
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tested?   

It sounds like people find out 20 years later, if they new ahead of time, how do you know 

when it's something to be concerned about or not?   

DR. ROSE:  So the question is how do you know when to be concerned about forgetting 

things or the subtle symptoms?  How do you know if it's your hearing versus your brain?   

Well, it's hard to know.  

I want to emphasize that these hearing loss studies that are linked to the dementias are 

entirely age-related hearing loss that is not treated with amplification or cochlear implants.  

So I'm not talking about familial hearing loss, noise-induced hearing loss, drug-induced hearing 

loss. I'm talking about age-related hearing loss.  

If you are 45, the age-related hearing loss is not a factor in why you keep forgetting things.  

When it starts to impact daily life, that's when you get checked by your doctor.  

So if you don't know and it's coming up that you're -- you can't figure out why you have a third 

hearing aid you lost under the couch, it's time to say that to your doctor.  

You had a question back there.  

Yes?   

>> I was wondering, some people are prescribed like the 81 milligrams daily of baby asprin, a 

prevention of heart disease.  

I'm wondering if there is much research -- I know it's all risk benefit and all that.  

What is the relative ototoxicity of the dose of asprin?  

DR. ROSE:  It would be relatively nil. It would have to be a large dose. Your NSAID you have to 

be careful.  
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Good question.  

You guys are great. I love your questions.  

This next part is talking about loop systems, T-coils and that sort of thing. T-coils are blowing 

up in the county. They are popular on the east coast and slowly making their way to California 

pap.  

We had T-coils in hearing aids over a decade. It is not new technology, which a lot of people 

think it is.  

A T-coil is a small coil inside of your hearing aids that acts as a receiver for a loop system which 

is a copper wire around a perimeter that's plugged into an audio source.  

They have these things setup at airports, McDonald's, banks, movie theaters, opera houses, 

this sort of social venues.  

In the advent of Bluetooth and wireless microphones, we've seen the hearing aid demand for 

size go down and down and down. Consumers want it smaller and smaller hearing aids for 

cosmetic reasons.  

A lot of these T-coil demands in the unit, gone by the wayside.  

Incorrect statement 80% have T-coils. Not correct. I would say maybe 20%.  

When you go to get new devices, don't assume that they have T-coils. You have got to ask. I 

want to see the T-coil versions. What do they look like?  If you are getting custom in the ear, 

make sure they know they are going to be larger and filling in your ear a lot more if they didn't 

have a T-coil. It's more room. Another gadget inside the hearing aid.  

If you done wind up with a T-coil, you can still facilitate listening through a loop system if they 

have individual loops that they can give you to put around your neck.  
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That goes to headphones which you can then place over your hearing aids.  

If you have a Bluetooth type situation with a wireless mic, you have to advocate for yourself 

and hand that to your talker, whether it be your pastor or the talker at the meeting that you 

just attended today.  

So T-coils, they're great. They're around. You've got to ask.  

I'm going to go over some of the new things I've been seeing in clinic.  

The hottest greatest thing right now are rechargeable lithium ion hearing aids.  

A 30-minute charge will get you 8 hours of use. Overnight charge up to 36 hours of use.  

Longevity is about four years for total 100% use in the charge. And then it starts to trickle 

down after that.  

So maybe it goes to 85% at year six. Maybe charges up to 50% at year 8, but the good news is, 

that most decent hearing aids will replace batteries if you send your hearing aid in under a 

repair warranty. Be sure you ask for that if you have rechargeable hearing aids to get your 

battery replaced if you send in for microphone problem or speaker problem or computer chip 

problem.  

The latest and greatest is made for iPhone. This turns your hearing aids into a Bluetooth 

receiver for phone calls and any media sounds that can happen on your phone.  

So I have a patient who listens to audiobooks. Patients who can hear the navigation in their car 

now through the phone, not the car.  

Why is this better?  Why are phone calls and media sounds better when it's through a 

Bluetooth hearing aid?  Well, you're not hearing it through air conduction. It's a direct 

wireless signal. It's freeway of background noise and distance. It's happening right in your ears. 
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It's shaped for your sound prescription. It's giving you juice where you need it for whatever 

sound you're listening to.  

 

>> Which manufacturers are doing hearing aids that are rechargeable?   

DR. ROSE:  Most manufacturers have some rechargeable option now.  

>> Oticon?   

DR. ROSE:  They have a Z power. Not lithium. I am told they are coming the beginning of next 

year. There was a large problem with the Z power company. Having many failures with this 

third party rechargeable system.  

It has been a nightmare.  

So if you're in possession of a Z power hearing aid and multiple failures and going back to 

audiologists to have it fixed, you need to start advocating that company extend your 

warranties. Most of them will they feel bad that they sold you a failed product.  

I love Oticon. Shout out to Oticon. The best hearing aid ever.  

Also, when you are listens to your cell phone now, the audiologist can set up that cell phone 

program so the hearing aids micro phone reduce the surrounding sounds in your environment. 

It gives you a better signal to noise ratio when on the phone.  

Most of these rechargeable hearing aids and most of these made for iPhone hearing aids do 

not have T T-coils. I only know of one hearing aid that has a rechargeable option with a T-coil, 

it is a Wydex. I hope I am okay to talk about specific makers.  

That Wydex evoke uses that system. I don't hand those out. I don't think it's right to sell you a 

product that's not quite there.  
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>> Why is that?   

DR. ROSE:  Why is it not there?   

This company Z power was rushed to market. They're based out of Camarillo, California. There 

was a problem with their battery doors making contact with the charger.  

So anecdotally I belong to a Facebook group of 8,000 audiologists. We talk and share stories 

and gripes.  

We think it has something to do with how the charger is setup. The wire for the power goes 

into the right channel and for some reason, all of these pairs of hearing aids are having 

problems in the left slot.  

So now I'm ordering double charges for the ones that already have it and putting tape over the 

left slots.  

So far no one's had any more issues. We will see how long that holds up.  

>> It's ridiculous to have a hearing aid without a T-coil.  

DR. ROSE:  Not really. If you have good word scores and you do okay in noise, you don't need 

a T-coil.  

If you are very hard of hearing and you need to be able to have a good signal to noise ratio, 

T-coils are a great option but not the only option. We have wireless microphone.  

I know heavy in all proT-coil. I have increased my T-coil dispensing, since HLAA has gone on 

this crusade. I want to say I you for looping system, looping every where and making known 

that T-coils are options.  

You guys should know all your options.  

Yes?   
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>> I'm sorry. We've been told over and over again, you need T-coil in your hearing aids. At the 

meetings, have a T-coil. Even here, we're going to have a loop system.  

Then again, it doesn't always work well on the phone or it doesn't always work well on your 

cell phone. It depends on the hearing loss and the hearing aid.  

If you have a severe profound hearing loss, then the T-coil --  

I'd rather captioning, sometimes you can't get -- you are like what?  With that on. You can't 

get the speech.  

DR. ROSE:  I want to clear up a misconception that T-coils help cell phone use. That's not use.  

Cell phone is a digital signal. T-coil receive electromagnetic signals. They are only for landline 

phones or the cord that goes into the wall not through your cable modem.  

So that's why it's not working so well for T-coil in cell phone use.  

Again, do you want to Bluetooth or do you want to T-coil?  Do you want it both? Go for 

Wydex if you want both. A lot of these companies have patents on this technology, 

combinations of the tech follow and they won't share for a certain amount of time. It is not 

fair. I don't like that.  

Yes, Marla?   

MARLA:  You have about five more minutes.  

DR. ROSE:  This is the last slide, I think. This is the last slide.  

The newest thing to come out too is remote programming. Resound at the time I made this 

was the only company that had the patent on the remote programming. Phonak is coming out 

with that at the end of this month.  

What that means is that if you have an iPhone and you're having a problem at the Starbucks 
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and for some reasons my restaurant program I gave you is letting in all kinds of noise from the 

coffee maker that's across the room, now you don't have to track it back to clinic to see me to 

fix that program.  

You just send me a notification through your application on your iPhone. When I turn on my 

computer and sign in to my program, it gives me a pop-up with your name that says Joe needs 

help at Starbucks. I go in and tweak it. It sends it back to your iPhone and it puts it onto the 

hearing aids.  

That saves you and me times and gas and all kinds of economically related things.  

I have definitely increased my Resound output. I will increase Phonak output once it is here.  

I believe more access to hearing care is important. Now that we know that there is so many 

cognitive processes involved and how important it is to bring down your listening effort so you 

don't start checking out, we're going to help to facilitate that in any way we can.  

The last thing I'll talk about is this new type of device on the market by a cochlear implant 

company called Med-el. The new product is adhere. This is for people who have single-sided 

deafness. No hearing in one ear and a good nerve on the other ear. Conductive hearing loss, 

good ear, bad conduction.  

This is a vibrating hearing aid that sticks to the back of your head. It's not a bone-anchored. 

There's no surgery required for this hearing aid. I believe it can fit nerve losses up to -- it can fit 

losses up to 45 dB.  

I'm getting specific training this Wednesday. It's about yay big. No Bluetooth yet. But you wear 

a sticker that has a snap, and the sticker is like a band aid. It lasts for three to five days and you 

snap the processor onto it. There you go. You have off-ear options for conductive and 
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single-sided deafness.  

That's it.  

You guys have any more questions for me?   

Do nothing or go forward.  

Yes?   

>> I don't understand.  

Years ago when I moved from New York. I went to providence. Is house providence combined?   

DR. ROSE:  Providence speech and hearing is a nonprofit. That was my first job out of school. 

Started by one of the nones at St. Joseph. There is the hospital called Providence. They and 

Hoag, they own St. Joseph. That is the -- they merged when they almost went bankrupt a few 

years back.  

Thank goodness we have this hospital conglomerate. Now we don't have to worry about losing 

funding and go bankrupt. They want let us go bankrupt.  

Different entities.  

>> I have an appointment coming up with my audiologist. I'm not familiar with all the 

questions I need to ask. I've had two different audiences audiologists in the last few years. 

None of them done the last few things with microphones. I get a standard form with a graph, 

and that's it.  

They come and give me hearing aids with no testing.  

So I'd like to though what I need to ask.  

The hearing aids I have now did not help me.  

I've outgrown them. My hearing loss is worst. I don't know. The last audiologist I saw said 
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these weren't the correct hearing aids for my hearing loss.  

I'm coming in at this in a very uneducated -- and I feel at a loss. I feel like I'm at the mercy of 

my audiologist. From what I'm hearing from you, that audiologist aren't doing the job they 

need to do.  

So what do I do when I go to the audiologist to make sure that I get hearing aids that are fitted 

for me that actually would help my hearing loss?   

DR. ROSE:  First of all, make sure they have an AuD after their name, not HIS, maybe not even 

MA, but AUD.  

That is a doctor of audiology, not a hearing instrument specialist.  

There's a big difference.  

>> How do I make sure of that when I am going because my insurance sends me?   

DR. ROSE:  If insurance is sending you and billing for hearing test, it has to be a licensed 

audiologist. Hearing instrument specialist can not bill insurance for hearing tests. So that's 

probably a good thing.  

Also, it depends on the accolades of your audiologists, what school they went to and how they 

were trained. It also depends on the center and how much monies they are willing to put out 

for the equipment.  

My machine costs $15,000.  

I'm going to St. Joseph's -- yeah, the brown.  

Word and brown hearing center is equipped with real ear measures. You ask for real ear 

measures. They have the QuickSIN. Speech in noise test. Or quick SIN and real ear measures.  

>> I can't understand.  
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DR. ROSE:  So quick, Q-U-I-C-K, Sin, S-I-N.  

>> And real ear measures.  

>> There's pens here.  

>> I saw her last week. I'm supposed to see her again. We're going to be working on new 

hearing aids.  

DR. ROSE:  Ask if she has an AuD.  

If you have poor Quick SIN scores, that's your queue that you need premium level technology 

and possibly -- quick SIN.  

Possibly a microphone and a T-coil would be good too.  

MARLA:  One more question.  

>> What is a baseline?  Someone said you should have a baseline?   

DR. ROSE:  When people say you should of a baseline hearing test, that means that you 

probably haven't  had a diagnostic hearing test. It means your fresh hearing test. That's your 

baseline at this age so we can compare over time how it changes.  

Good question.  

MARLA:  Okay. I want to that Dr. Rose for coming and giving the presentation.  

DR. ROSE:  You're welcome.  

MARLA:  Very useful information.  

She brought handouts here.  

Make sure you pick one up before you leave. She has booklets here and cards and pens. Get 

some when you can.  

We're going to have our 50/50 drawing.  
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Bob, what do we have?   

>> We raised $60. The winner gets $30.  

The last three numbers are 1-1-1.  

DR. ROSE:  Who got it?   

Yeah!  

MARLA:  Okay. I know we had advertised another raffle for a restaurant card. Nobody got a 

ticket.  

So quickly, Bob. We can do this, we can hand out one to everybody. We can do that drawing.  

The gray ticket.  

We'll do that.  

I want to remind you that our next meeting was not having a meeting on December 1st. We 

won have a place to meet.  

We are going to have our Christmas luncheon, though at Marie Callendars. $12 per person.  

Give everybody a ticket.  

>> What time?   

>> The date of the luncheon?   

MARLA:  It is on December 1st. We normally would have had a meeting, but because this 

place is moving, were they're moving on November 30th.  

We are going to have our Christmas lunch. From noon to 2:00.  

We do have -- you can look on our website. We have a notice. I made brochures.  

I wanted to give Dr. Rose a couple of things.  

First of all, I wanted to give you a certificate of appreciation.  
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DR. ROSE:  Thank you. How nice.  

[APPLAUDING]  

MARLA:  And then I have a gift. It's one of our chapter mugs.  

DR. ROSE:  I love it.  

MARLA:  You can have your tea.  

DR. ROSE:  Thank you so much.  

MARLA:  You are welcome. You are welcome.  

>> What date is the -- December 1st?   

DR. ROSE:  $12 per person.  

We need your RSVP by November 20th. And you can mail it to our chapter address.  

If you have a flyer and done need it.  

Does anybody need a flyer on the luncheon?   

You can look on our website. They're on there. It's on Facebook.  

Anybody have an extra one they're not using?  This is it.  

Pass it around.  

There's a raffle for a $25 restaurant card.  

We -- our chapter donated this for that Walk4Hearing. Nobody took it. Nobody put a ticket for 

us. It came back to our chapter. I'm raffling it off.  

$25.  

Macaroni grill. Maggianos. Chili's.  

Once everybody has a ticket, we will do a drawing.  

Did everybody get a ticket?   
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Okay. The last three numbers 0-7-0.  

>> Thank you.  

>> I want to say I'm so happy that Saba won. She is getting married soon. We congratulate her.  

I know you are going to have a wonderful marriage.  

She's been our captionist for a long time.  

I -- we so appreciate them.  

Sometimes they don't get enough acknowledgement and appreciation.  

What would we do if we couldn't hear and we didn't have something like this?  Years ago I 

was like that.  

Thank you.  

[APPLAUDING]  

>> Congratulations.  

MARLA:  I want to add to that, that we do get a transcript of our meetings. They are posted 

on our website. If you are not able to get on the website, send me an email. I will be happy to 

send you a copy of the transcript of today's meeting.  

All of our past meetings have the transcripts on our website.  

If you want a past meeting transcript, go on the website and download it.  

Another reminder, don't come here. December 1st we won't be here. We will be meeting at 

Marie Callendars at noon.  

Those on the planning committee, I ask if you can stay a few minutes after this meeting so we 

can iron out some things.  

Thank you for coming.  
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Have a great weekend.  

Don't forget to fall back.  

 

(End of Meeting) 


